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Introduction 
 
 

The American crisis that started in 2007 has quickly changed 
from local to global financial crisis and then affected the real sphere 
of economy in the whole world. Even though we have the year 2012 
the periodisation of the last financial crisis, which took global di-
mension with the collapse of Lehman Brothers in the middle of the 
year 2008, is still the subject of discussion. Many pessimistic eco-
nomics quite definitely argue that the crisis has not ended yet, and 
we should rather expect its new severe stages. In that context, limit-
ing the last crisis to the years 2008-2010, which was made in the title 
of the book, may be considered as overoptimistic. What is more, the 
pessimists often argue that the crisis is the result of global policy 
mistakes and institutional ineffectiveness mostly attributed to finan-
cial sector which both are very difficult to solve. As a result, creating 
conditions for the next period of long, strong and stable growth will 
be an enormous task for both policy makers and economists who 
advise them. However, last few difficult years should lead the econ-
omists to some constructive reflections on the determinants and 
background of the global financial crisis. Today, it is high time for 
economists to propose some changes and improvements to be im-
plemented in the future. The presented book is one of many works 
which are prepared in order to materialize the effects of those reflec-
tions .          

The book consists of two parts. It is currently accepted that one of 
the main reasons of the crisis was the common inability in a global 
dimension to properly assess the level of risk of many very popular 
but complicated financial products which were sold globally. As 
a result, the first part of the book, which includes four chapters, con-
centrates on the problem of institutional changes and regulation of 
financial institutions in the contexts of risk assessment.  

The authors of the first chapter concentrate on the New Basel 

Capital Accord in supervisory regulations of the European Union. 
They especially try to evaluate the effectiveness of integrated super-
vision system of financial market dominating in European Union and 
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it application in Poland. They argue that in turbulent conditions of 
last crises banking supervision which had functioned in Poland till 
the end of 2007 successfully realized goals set before it. Banking 
supervision development in Poland stamped positively and perma-
nently the process of creating modern and safe banking system. The 
Polish banking law includes a range of prudential norms, which limit 
accepting an excessive risk and increase safety level of the whole 
banking system (Jerzy Gwizdała, Łukasz Gwizdała).  

In chapter two, the reader will find a much more pessimistic eval-
uation of the new capital regulations proposed by the Basel Commit-
tee on Banking Supervision. The author also try to determine the 
potential consequences of their introduction for the banking sector 
and for the economy. She argues that the new capital regulations may 
turn out to be ineffective in enhancing financial stability. This arises 
from the fact that they are focused mainly on countercyclical capital 
buffers, whereas for their efficiency parallel adjustment in loan loss 
provisions is desirable – as is evidenced in the empirical research. 
The Basel’s III direct impact will be a decline in bank capital ratios. 
The effect will be stronger in case of large internationally active 
banks as opposed to smaller banks. Simulation conducted for select-
ed commercial banks in Poland indicates that they will not suffer 
from the change in capital standards. The long term effects of the 
regulations on the economy may be twofold. On the one hand, one 
may expect benefits arising from the reduced volatility of output. On 
the other hand, however, the new standards may bring about costs 
resulting from the steady –state output loss (Małgorzata Olszak). 

Chapter three touches upon the problem of systematic risk in the 
wildly defined financial system, which can be seen in new perspec-
tive after the outbreak of the Greek crisis in 2009-2010 and the trans-
fer of tension from the instability of the banking system and public 
finance to other countries - Portugal, Italy, Ireland and Spain. As 
a result, a new way of thinking has changed about the effect of "con-
tagion" of markets. The risk of the financial system is dynamic and 
complex and therefore requires extensive research and go beyond the 
well-established paradigm of risk-sharing: systematic and unsystem-
atic. According to the author, disorders in the functioning of the 
global financial system do not have the isolated characteristics and 
there are not local, but on the contrary, grow exponentially. The use-
fulness of the existing small network of concepts appearing in the 
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literature such as: systematic risk and systemic risk, makes it neces-
sary to seek other definitions for systemic risk (Renata Karkowska). 

The more microeconomic perspective on the problem of financial 
institutions regulation is taken in chapter four and five. In chapter 
four, the author argues that the recent global financial crisis has 
proven that the corporate governance used in American and Europe-
an financial institutions is not effective enough. An internal audit and 
audit committee is an important corporate governance tool, which is 
required by law under many regimes in financial institutions in Po-
land. In the chapter the author describes the impact of the amend-
ment of laws and other regulations on the development of the present 
internal control systems in commercial banks. She draws attention to 
the need for a new structure of the internal control system, and the 
role and purpose of the internal audit and the audit committee as the 
bodies supporting effective supervision at these institutions (Elżbieta 

Izabela Szczepankiewicz). 
The second part of the book is devoted to the new phenomena 

which can be seen on the international financial markets after the 
year 2008.  

The aim of the chapter five is to determine the significance of dif-
ferent international currencies on the global market before the global 
crisis which started in mid-2007 and nowadays in 2011/2012. The 
research problem taken under considerations inspired the author to 
formulate the theses that ‘the position of US dollar as an internation-
al currency had been weakened’. On the other hand, the author ob-
serves that within the last decade the significance of euro has defi-
nitely increased. What is more, the position of Euro as a reserve cur-
rency did not decrease after financial crisis, which can lead to the 
theses that Euro in spite of its current problems still has a potential to 
become the major international currency. According the author, in 
the future also the Chinese Yuan has a big chance to be widely used 
as a global international currency (Sylwia Pakowska). 

The question concerning the role of Chinese currency is also the 
subject of interest in chapter six. The aim of that chapter is to analyse 
China's exchange rate policy in recent years and its impact on the 
country's economic situation and the functioning of the international 
monetary system in the years 2008-2011. The author presents the 
main principles governing the exchange rate system in China in the 
period before the global economic depression. Moreover, the study 
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discusses the reasons for the decision of the Chinese monetary au-
thorities referring to the renminbi (RMB) exchange rate rigidity in 
mid-2008 in response to the growing global crisis phenomena, the 
implications of conducting such an exchange rate policy for the 
global imbalances and the modification of the exchange rate system 
in June 2010 (Dorota Żuchowska). 

In the last chapter the authors focus on global financial centres, 
which played a key role in the financial crisis of 2008. The trade in 
derivatives, despite being limited in large part to Europe and the 
USA, significantly influenced the global economy and the competi-
tiveness of financial centres. This chapter demonstrates, on the basis 
of the GFCI (The Global Financial Centres Index), that despite the 
relative rise in of Asia’s economic significance, enhanced competi-
tiveness of its cities and capital inflows to East Asian financial cen-
tres; that the position of London and New York, which were domi-
nant centres before the crisis, remains unwavering (Jan Fabisiak, 

Sergiusz Prokurat).  
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